THREE NEW CMAC SERVICES

- Media Literacy Training
- Express Studio
- Live Streaming Event Services
MEDIA LITERACY TRAINING

- Pre-recorded videos and online workshops
- Covering media literacy from the perspective of consumers and creators
- Guest speakers from local news and education organizations
- Translating videos to Spanish
MEDIA LITERACY TRAINING

CMAC Media Lit English

CMAC Media Lit Spanish
CMAC EXPRESS STUDIO
CMAC EXPRESS STUDIO

- Easily accessible live studio
- Minimal set up
  Ready to roll
- Remote interviews
  Zoom, Skype, FaceTime
CMAIFESTRESSSTUDIO

▸ Equipment Amazon List
LIVE STREAMING EVENT SERVICES

- Relatively affordable live streaming
- Minimal crew & equipment
- Supporting virtual and hybrid events
  - Parades, Theater, Speeches
LIVE STREAMING EVENT SERVICES

▸ Equipment Amazon List